DICENTIS System server
Ease of use at the heart of IP conferencing

▶ User convenience with all DICENTIS services running on an
extremely reliable and easy-to-use platform.
▶ Peace of mind with single-source fulfillment of your project order,
warranty from HP and support from Bosch.
▶ Comfort of installation with all necessary features and
functionalities pre-configured, virus protected and ready to go.

HP hardware runs the DICENTIS services

Straightforward user convenience

Bosch offers an HP-branded system server as part

The DICENTIS System server can be quickly

of the IP-based DICENTIS family so that all

powered-up via the power button on the device,

hardware can be obtained from one supplier.

and is operated without a keyboard, monitor or

The operating system and DICENTIS software have

mouse connected. The server can stay on

been pre-configured to minimize installation time

continuously, so there is no need to switch the

and give the assurance that the server is set up

server off after every meeting.

correctly. With the DICENTIS System server, all
the advantages of an IP system are fully available.

What’s more, Bosch technical support is familiar
with the hardware and provides support when
necessary. Also enjoy a three year warranty on the
hardware. Future software versions are rigorously
tested with the DICENTIS System server, ensuring
your system will function reliably today and in the
future.
Installation comfort with pre-configured platform
The DICENTIS System server is a HP Z2 Mini
workstation, a powerful solution for systems up to
750 devices. As the server is quiet and compact, it
can be used inside the meeting room. For ease of
installation and time-saving, the system server
is pre-installed: Windows operating system, a
DHCP server for impeccable integration with the
other DICENTIS devices and a remote desktop
Peace of mind with a reliable solution from a

enabled for maintenance purposes.

trustworthy partner

The preconfiguration also includes a virus scanner,

The system server has a Bosch Commercial Type

update scheduler and all necessary DICENTIS

Number, which gives installers and system

software.

integrators the convenience of completing their
order list from a single supplier.

The DICENTIS System server is designed to make
installation of systems up to 450 nodes easier:
all components can be sourced from Bosch and the
DICENTIS System server is configured to reduce
installation time.
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Why choose the IP-based
DICENTIS Conference System

